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Why PPD is fair and should be implemented on the block of

Beachwood Drive between Ledgewood & Belden

City Council members,

Sorry I could not be present to voice my frustration / concerns over this matter of permit

parking on lower Beachwood Drive.

As a homeowner, my personal interests are of the obvious: my own safety and that of my

neighbors and guests; to have parking available so my friends and family can visit, and to

maintain the value of my home and some the charm of the neighborhood that enticed me to

purchase my "fixer" home to begin with 13 years ago.

As a proud member of the community, I have happily invested over $250,000 in renovating my

property, showcasing a gem that captures many an eye — as the thousands of tourist pass by

each weekend. When the windows are open — while in my front office, I sometimes get asked;

"hey excuse me - can I use your bathroom"

My driveway — big enough for two cars — often gets blocked. On Memorial Day, to avoid hitting

a car that took up almost half my driveway, I hit my own brand new Jeep on the side of my

home; a $1700 repair.

Beachwood Canyon is a lovely and gentle neighborhood — with residents that take pride in their

homes. Take a look around — particularly on a Sunday evening, when many of us are picking up

the garbage left in our front yards / bushes.

Permit parking on lower Beachwood — are we really asking for too much?

On a related note, while I generally support the concept of shuttles into areas of the park that

have the necessary infrastructure to accommodate visitors (bathrooms, drinking fountains,

picnic areas), I do not support running shuttles up Beachwood to take hikers to the park since

we have no visitor amenities whatsoever.
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